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Basic Runway Length 
 Basic runway length is the length of runway required based 

on the imposed performance requirements of the critical 
aircraft under standard conditions 

 Basic runway length has to be determined for the following 
three general cases: 
 Normal landing case 
 Normal Takeoff case 
 Engine failure case  

  Continued takeoff  
  Aborted takeoff (Engine failure accelerated stop) 



Runway Component 
 The three basic components of runway are: – Full strength 

pavement (FS) – Clearway (CL) – Stopway (SW) 
 Full strength pavement should support the full weight of 

the aircraft 
 Clearway is a prepared area beyond FS, clear of obstacles (max 

slope is 1.25%), allowing the aircraft to climb safely to clear an 
imaginary 11 m (35’) obstacle. 

 Stop way is a paved surface that allows an aircraft overrun to 
take place without harming the vehicle structurally (cannot be 
used for takeoff). 



Runway Component 
 Each runway end has to be considered individually for 

runway length analysis 







Performance Speed – Take off Case 



Performance Speeds 
 Once the maximum permissible take off weight has been 

determined and it is confirmed that the actual weight is 
within the limits, it is necessary to find the take off speeds 
corresponding to the actual weight 

 The flight crew must be thoroughly familiar with each of 
speeds that affect the  aircraft’s takeoff performance and how 
they are used in takeoff planning.  

 Performance speeds change relative to aerodrome 
conditions, aircraft weight and configuration. 



Performance Speeds 

V1 – decision speed 
VR – rotation speed 
VLOF—lift-off speed.  

V2—the takeoff safety speed. 



Performance Speeds 
 V1 – decision speed, a the speed which dictates whether a 

malfunction during the takeoff roll results in rejecting the 
takeoff, or continuing. (go or no go speed) 

 VR – rotation speed, at which aircraft nose is lifted from 
the ground (rotated) for take off; 

 VLOF—lift-off speed. The speed at which the aircraft first 
becomes airborne. 

 V2—the takeoff safety speed which must be attained at 
the 35ft height at the end of the required runway distance.  



Relationships Between V-speeds 

 VR must always be ≥V1 
 VLO must always be ≥VR 
 V2 must always be >VR 
 These relationships will always hold true, but the speeds 

themselves will change according to aircraft weight, 
atmospheric conditions, aircraft configuration, and runway 
conditions. 

 V1, VR, and V2 will float between their minimum and 
maximum limits dependant on conditions and requirements. 



Runway Dimensions 



Runway Dimensions 
 For any particular take off it must be shown that the 

distance required for take-off at any conditions does not 
exceed the Take-off Distance Available (TODA) at 
the runway. 

 Take-off Distance Available = TODA. 



Declared distances 
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 For any given runway, four declared distances 
defined by ICAO are 

 Take Off Run Available                    TORA 

  Take-off Distance Available   TODA 

  Accelerate-stop Distance Available  ASDA 

  Landing Distance Available   LDA 



Nomenclatures  
 FL = field length (total amount of runway needed)  
 FS = full strength pavement distance  
 CL = clearway distance  
 SW = stopway distance 
 LOD = lift off distance  
 TOR = takeoff run  
 TOD = takeoff distance  
 LD = landing distance  
 SD = stopping distance  
 D35 = distance to clear an 11 m (35 ft.) obstacl 



Declared distances 



Declared distances 
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 Runways: A defined area for aircraft take-off & landing. 
 Stopways: Area beyond the end of runway. 
 Clearways: Include the stopway and any additional surface 

cleared of obstacle. 



Stopways & Clearway 
Stopways 
 An area of ground where the aircraft can be safely brought to 

a stop in an emergency.  
 The stopway should be clear of obstructions that could 

damage the aircraft. 
Clearway 
 An area under the control of the appropriate authority, 

selected or prepared as a suitable area over which an aircraft 
may make a portion of its initial climb to a specified height.  



Declared distances 
  TODA is equal to the length of the take-off run available plus the 

length of the clearway. 
  TODA =TORA + CWY 
  TORA is defined as the length of runway available for the ground 

run of an aeroplane taking off.  
  TORA = Full Length of RW  
  ASDA is defined as the length of the take-off run available plus the 

length of  any SWY.  
  ASDA = TORA + SWY 
  LDA is defined as the length of runway available for the ground 

run of a landing aeroplane. 
     















Example Problems 
  Determine the runway length requirements according to the 

specifications for a turbine powered aircraft with the following 
performance characteristics: 

  Normal Landing:  
 SD = 2540 m 

  Normal Takeoff:  
 LOD = 2134 m 
 D35 = 2438  

  EngineFailureContinued Takeoff: 
 LOD = 2500 m  
 D35 =2774 m 

  Engine Failure Aborted Takeoff:  
 DAS = 2896 m 
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